Thirsty Energy: Understanding the Linkages between Energy and Water

Why is this issue important?

Water and energy are equally vital and inextricably linked, and integrated planning is needed to maximize both.

Both water and energy are essential for economic activity and to sustain life. And both are scarce. Some 780 million of the world’s people lack access to improved water, while 2.5 billion, more than a third of the world’s population, do not have basic sanitation. Another third (2.8 billion people) lives in areas of high water stress (WWAP 2012). On the energy side, more than 1.3 billion people around the world have no access to electricity, and 1.2 billion have unreliable access (IEA 2012).

Population growth and economic development, aggravated by climate change, will increase pressure on energy and water resources. Integrated planning can make the most of these two essential and scarce resources. Thirsty Energy, a World Bank initiative, helps countries address these issues and ensure sustainable development of both resources.

Do power plants need all that much water?

Thermal power plants need water for cooling, but efficient plants and the right cooling system save water.

Largely because of their cooling needs, thermoelectric power plants account for about 40 percent of the freshwater withdrawn each year in the United States and Europe—as much as the agriculture sector (USGS 2005; Rubbelke and Vogele 2011).

About 80 percent of the world’s electricity is generated in thermal power plants (IEA 2013). Most thermal power plants heat water to produce steam to drive the turbines to produce electricity.1 The water is heated using various energy sources (coal, oil, natural gas, uranium, solar energy, biomass, geothermal energy) depending on the type of power plant, but the principle is the same. After passing through the turbine, the steam is cooled, usually with water drawn from a river, lake, or ocean and condensed to start the cycle again (figure 1).

Because most of the water needed in thermal power plants is used for cooling, the amount of water withdrawn and consumed by

---

1 Open-cycle power plants (mainly used as peak power plants) do not use the steam cycle to turn turbines and thus do not require water for cooling.
2 The other processes for which water is required include the steam cycle, ash handling, and flue-gas desulfurization, among others. Although these processes consume relatively little water, their effluents contain pollutants and should be treated before being returned to the water source. From a plant-level economic standpoint, therefore, such processes can incur very significant costs related to wastewater treatment.
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“Largely because of their cooling needs, thermoelectric power plants account for about 40 percent of the freshwater withdrawn each year in the United States and Europe—as much as the agriculture sector.”

The power plant depends chiefly on the type of cooling system used (Rodriguez and others 2013).

**Once-through cooling**, the simplest and cheapest system, requires large amounts of water but consumes a small fraction of it. The water is withdrawn from the water source and run once through the power plant (hence the name) to cool steam. The water is then discharged back into the source a few degrees warmer, which can cause thermal pollution. The withdrawal of large quantities of water can be harmful to fish and other aquatic organisms. Once-through cooling systems are more susceptible than others to drought or extreme heat (van Vliet and others 2012).

- **Closed-loop systems** are characterized by cooling towers that often are mistaken for nuclear power plants. Closed-loop systems withdraw much less water but consume most of it through evaporation. These cooling systems are more complex and expensive than once-through systems, but since they withdraw less water, they have fewer environmental effects and are less susceptible to drought.

- **Dry cooling systems** use air instead of water to cool steam. Their high cost and negative impact on plant efficiency limit their use.

- **Hybrid cooling systems** combine wet and dry cooling approaches.
The system employed by the power plant affects power plant efficiency, capital and operating costs, water consumption, water withdrawal, and environmental impacts. Tradeoffs must be evaluated case by case, taking into consideration regional and ambient conditions and existing regulations.

Among plants with the same type of cooling system, the amount of cooling water withdrawn and consumed is determined largely by the plants' efficiency (Delgado 2012). Figure 3 illustrates the correlation between power plants' water use and their efficiency (“heat rate”).

Because a new solar thermal power plant equipped with a given cooling system is still less efficient today than a new coal power plant equipped with the same system, it will require more water. However, it will require significantly less water than an old and inefficient coal power plant. This is because as power plants...
To compare power plants in terms of their water needs without specifying the type of cooling system they use and their efficiency is very misleading, but this has not stopped the media from reporting, for example, that coal power plants require more water than nuclear plants and less than solar thermal plants.

What about other types of plants?

Other power generation technologies—hydropower, wind energy, and solar photovoltaic (PV)—vary in their water needs

Because hydropower plants use the energy of moving water to turn turbines and generate electricity, hydropower planners have been aware of the linkages between energy and water for a long time. In hydropower plants, water loss is due to evaporation from dammed water upstream from the plant. Evaporation losses vary greatly depending on site location, design, and operation. So-called run-of-river hydropower plants, which store no water, have evaporative losses near zero. (However, unlike dammed hydropower, a run-of-the-river site cannot be used to generate peak loads or during dry seasons when the flow of the river drops.) Except for losses to evaporation, the water that passes through hydropower plants can be used downstream for other purposes, such as irrigation and urban water supply. Hydropower dams can even increase water availability for downstream users when that water is needed the most, as during periods of drought.

In a world of severe energy shortages and increasing water variability, hydropower dams and their multipurpose water infrastructure will play an expanding role in providing clean energy and in allocating scarce water resources. The careful planning and equitable use of sustainable power and water infrastructure in river basins will be critical in meeting the challenge posed by the linkages between energy and water.

Wind turbines require no water for their operation. Solar PV systems require minimal quantities of water for washing the solar panels (to maintain efficiency), but because most such systems are located in arid places, the water required could be scarce.

Hydropower, wind, and solar energy plants will not replace thermal plants in the near future. Hydropower is location-specific—that is, only certain areas of the world have substantial potential. Wind and solar energy are intermittent and present challenges of integration into the grid. Until electricity storage becomes practical on a grid scale, thermal power plants will be needed to generate dispatchable power (except in some cases where hydropower is plentiful).

What are the challenges?

Water-energy risks will grow over time, but the impacts are already being felt

The private energy sector has already recognized the inherent tension between energy and water resources. In 2012, General Electric’s director of global strategy and planning stated that water scarcity could rule out expansion of coal power plants in China and India (Pearson 2012). A 2013 report on the water risks facing the private sector found that, of the companies surveyed, 82 percent of energy and 73 percent of power utility companies believe that water presents a substantial risk to business operations. Moreover, 59...
In a world of severe energy shortages and increasing water variability, hydropower dams and their multipurpose water infrastructure will play an expanding role in providing clean energy and in allocating scarce water resources.

What are our options?

The interdependencies of water and energy must be better understood and translated into policies and plans

There are ways to reduce the water requirements of the power sector—among them fostering the use of alternative cooling systems such as dry cooling (Maulbetsch 2004); expanding the role of wind and solar PV energy, which require little or no water for their operation; using alternative water sources for cooling, such as municipal waste water (U.S. Department of Energy 2009); exploring the use of multipurpose dams; improving power plant efficiency; and reusing waste heat (for example, to heat buildings or homes).

At a regional level, there is much to be gained by bringing together two sectors that traditionally have been planned and managed separately, understanding the trade-offs they present, and seeking integrated and efficient solutions consistent with sustainable development.

To make informed decisions and avoid irreversible consequences, it will be crucial to improve our understanding of water and energy interdependencies. In January 2014 the World Bank launched the Thirsty Energy initiative, the aim of which is to help countries address their water and energy challenges by:

- Identifying synergies and quantifying trade-offs between energy development and water use
- Piloting cross-sectoral planning to ensure sustainability of energy and water investments
- Designing assessment tools and management frameworks to help governments coordinate decision-making and to mainstream water requirements into energy planning.

More information on the initiative can be found at: www.worldbank.org/thirstyenergy.
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